The magnificent book about the 1979 Buccaneers, McKay's Men, which should be the story of the 1979 Tampa Bay Buccaneers. McKay's Men tells the story of the 1979 Tampa Bay Buccaneers, from the team's first day of training camp to the NFC Championship Game in 1979. McKay, the man most reaching the NFC Championship Game in 1979, and the 1972 squad is regarded as one of the best teams in college football history. McKay's Men is the story of the 1979 Tampa Bay Buccaneers, written by Denis Crawford.
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John McKay, the Southern California stalwart, He would prefer to remember 1979, when the Buccaneers went to the playoffs. Jones: The Yucks chronicles when Bucs were . - Tampa Bay Times 10 Jun 2001 . Before every season I send my men out to buy up all the rope in Los Angeles." In all, Tampa Bay made three playoff appearances and McKay compiled a He remained the winningest coach in team history until Tony Dungy — the only Bucs The Bucs lost 9-0 to the Los Angeles Rams in the 1979 NFC. John Harvey McKay Head Coach - Tampa Bay Buccaneers.